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Abstract

In digital watermarking� robustness is still a challenging problem if di�erent sets of attacks

need to be tolerated simultaneously� In this paper� we deal with this problem by using an integrated

solution of side�informed embedding� moment normalization� and content�dependent watermarks�

First� a new image watermarking method designed based on the concept of communications with

side information is proposed� We investigate the characteristics of mean �ltering in formulating

new watermark embedding and extraction processes� Second� regarding resistance to geometrical

attacks we do not rely on the concept of pilot signals because they are vulnerable to synchronization

removal attacks� We instead use block�based watermarking and moment normalization mechanisms

to recover geometrical distortions� Third� regarding resistance to the copy attack� the content�

dependent watermark is employed to avoid treating an un�watermarked image as one that has been

watermarked� The robustness of our approach has been veri�ed using both the StirMark and the

copy attack�

Keywords� Attack� Content�dependent watermark� Moment normalization� Robustness� Side infor�

mation� Watermarking
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� Introduction

Digital watermarking 	
� is now considered an e�cient technology for copyright protection� This

emerging area has already led to the development of numerous watermarking methods� Many require�

ments 	�� have been recognized and evaluated in the benchmarking of watermarking systems� Among

them� some parameters e�g�� �delity� robustness� are commonly used in a variety of applications� while

others e�g�� high capacity� complexity� are only employed in speci�c applications� Although not all

requirements have to be satis�ed for a speci�c watermarking application� robustness is still de�nitely

important because many attacks already exist� and new attacks will appear in the future�

In general� attacks can be roughly categorized into four classes 	���� �� removal attacks that con�

tain non�geometrical modi�cations� including �ltering� lossy compression� denoising� sharpening� and

so on� �� geometrical attacks that contain local�global transformations� warping� and jittering� ��

protocol attacks that are mainly composed of the copy attack and the watermark inversion attack�

�� cryptographical attacks that are related to the security of keys� such as brute fore key search and

oracle attacks� Earlier robust watermarking methods could resist removal attacks 	�� �
� ���� However�

past experiences indicated that resistance to removal attacks is no longer a di�culty� Consequently�

geometrical attacks have recently been taken more seriously� In 	���� Ruanaidh and Pun presented an

RST rotation� scaling� and translation� resilient watermarking scheme based on the Fourier�Mellin

transform FMT�� The key properties they relied on are as follows� i� the Fourier magnitude is in�

herently invariant to translation� and ii� FMT provides scaling and rotation invariance along the two

polar axes� respectively� The authors also noticed a weakness in that practical implementation su�ers

from numerical instability resulting from inverting log�polar mapping to get the watermarked image�

To deal with this problem� Lin et al� 	��� proposed an implementation inexpensive algorithm� Recently�

another e�cient implementation of the Fourier�Mellin transform developed by using Logarithmic Ra�

dial Harmonic Functions LRHFs� to avoid interpolation artifacts has been proposed 	��� Despite the

capability of those Fourier�Mellin transform�based watermarking methods to achieve RST invariance�

their resistance to other geometrical distortions e�g�� changes of the aspect ratio and cropping� and

removal attacks are limited because FMT is only RST invariant and most of the FMT information is

contained in the phase instead of the magnitude part of the Fourier transformed domain�

To make a method resistant to more geometrical modi�cations� a certain kind of prior information

also known as the pilot signal� 	��� is embedded in advance to permit the recovery of geometrical

distortions at the detection stage by exploiting the known characteristics of pilot signals� In 	���� Kutter

was �rst to propose a watermarking scheme that can tolerate geometrical distortions� including RST�
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change of the aspect ratio� and shearing� The key point is to embed a reference watermark� which

has been arranged as a speci�c structural pattern in advance� for the purpose of calibration� Kutter�s

reference watermark is composed of nine peaks� extracted by means of an autocorrelation function

and used to estimate the e�ects of geometrical attacks� By inverting the geometrical transformations�

the hidden watermark can be recovered� The main weakness is that the other non�central eight

peaks are inherently less robust to attacks� In addition� the template�based watermarking method

	���� which is similar to Kutter�s scheme 	���� has been proposed� It inserts a template for blind

registration of images that have undergone a general geometrical transformation� The template signal

is designed as a speci�c structure with the aim to reduce the search space of template matching at the

detection stage� Unfortunately� its opponent� the template removal attack 	���� can successfully remove

the hidden template such that geometrical transformations cannot be correctly estimated� A more

powerful approach 	��� ��� is to extend Kutter�s scheme through block�based periodical placement of

reference watermarks so that the Fourier magnitude spectrum of periodical watermarks is composed

of regular peaks distributed all over the image� This particular characteristic o�ers the capability of

recovering global�local geometrical distortions� Again� because the positioned periodical block�based

pilot signals inherently reveal peaks in the transformed domain� hints are left that pirates can use to

remove them� A recent paper by Manuel et al� 	��� exhaustively analyzed pilot�based synchronization

algorithms and con�rmed that pilot signals are easy to be destroyed�

On the other hand� image moment normalization 	�� ��� has also been proposed to recover geomet�

rical transformations� In 	��� a watermark is claimed to exist if the perturbation of moment invariants

is within a small tolerance� The major disadvantages of 	�� include i� an inability to preserve �delity�

i�e�� the watermarked image will create contrast variations� and ii� an inability to tolerate any change

of the aspect ratio or cropping� Recently� Bas et al� 	�� presented a Delaunry tessellation of features

points to combat some geometrical distortions� However� as noted in 	���� the major drawbacks of this

approach are instability and fragility of feature point extraction�

In addition to the importance of resisting geometrical attacks� the impacts of the copy attack 	���

cannot be ignored because it is easy to achieve and the damage it causes is huge� This challenging

problem has rarely been considered in the literature� This is because many existing robust water�

marking approaches 	�� ��� ��� ��� simply used denoising algorithms e�g�� Wiener �ltering� to blindly

extract the hidden watermark� When a denoising algorithm is used� no secret key is needed to estimate

the hidden watermarks� Under these circumstances� either an owner or an un�authorized person can

perform watermark estimation easily� An owner wants to extract watermarks in order to claim his
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rightful ownership� On the other hand� an attacker seeks to remove�copy hidden watermarks for un�

authorized use� Imagine the following scenario� a potential watermark is estimated and then restored

or decoded� from an attacked image to verify the existence of the original watermark� Meanwhile� the

estimated watermark is removed to cause watermark detection to fail the false negative problem� or

added into another image to fool watermark detection the false positive problem�� We shall analyze

the impacts of the above�mentioned watermark estimation�based attacks Sec� �� to con�rm that the

latter case a copy attack� which is a kind of protocol attack� is easier to achieve than the former one

a denoising attack� which is a kind of removal attack�� Having the aforementioned understanding� we

should keep in mind that a robust watermarking scheme that can resist one class of attack may fail

to resist another class of attack�

In view of the fact that pilot signal�based synchronization watermarking methods are vulnerable to

pilot�removal attacks 	���� and the copy attack 	��� is easy to perform� the robustness of pilot signals

and resistance to copy attacks are contradictory� However� the damage caused by the copy attack in

creating protocol ambiguity is believed to be more serious than that caused by local transformations

in creating the false negative problem� As a result� under the fact that the current methods are

not robust to each category of attacks we would rather survive the copy attack at the expense of

sacri�cing resistance to local transformations� Based on the above considerations� this paper will focus

on resistance to removal attacks� global geometrical transformations� and the copy attack� Our scheme

is composed of three major components� �� watermark embedding and detection� �� image moment

normalization� and �� content�dependent watermarks� Regarding the �rst component� our embedding

strategy is designed to be side�informed� The idea is to use a piece of prior knowledge side information�

from the cover data to facilitate the reliable extraction of watermark values blindly at the detection

stage� We will give mathematical derivations and explanations on how to conceal watermarks while

preserving �delity� In addition� our embedding strategy is performed in the ��� DCT domain with one

watermark bit concealed in each block� This is because block�based embedding is more advantageous

than coe�cient�based embedding in keeping information less una�ected� With this property� it is

possible to tolerate geometrical distortions that remove some contents through row�column removal

or general linear geometric transformation 	�
�� However� depending on block�based watermarking

only is not su�cient to deal with other geometrical transformations� such as scaling� change of the

aspect ratio� and �ipping� Hence� we propose to use image moment normalization to transform an

image into a canonical form before performing embedding and detection 	���� Unlike 	��� our approach

does not cause perceivable contrast changes during the embedding stage� The third part of our scheme
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overcomes the copy attack� which has rarely been dealt with in the literature� We understand clearly

that the success of the copy attack lies in the randomization of an embedded watermark and its

independence from the carrier i�e�� the cover image�� If the hidden watermark is closely related to the

cover image� the copied watermark can carry information relevant to its carrier� Thus� our idea is to

mix the hidden watermark signal with a piece of speci�c image�dependent information such that the

practically embedded watermark is content�dependent� With this unique characteristic� even a copied

watermark is forced to blend into another irrelevant carrier� so the inserted watermark will look like

noise with respect to the carrier�

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows� The concept of viewing watermarking as

communications with side information will be brie�y introduced in Sec� �� Based on this concept� we

shall design a new block�DCT side�informed watermarking scheme in Sec� �� In Sec� �� the content�

dependent watermark will be employed to conquer the copy attack� Finally� experimental results and

concluding remarks will be� respectively� reported in Secs� � and ��

� Watermarking as Communications with Side Information

In the past few years� spread spectrum watermarking 	�� ��� has been widely used for copyright

protection� Its major characteristic is that it treats both the cover carrier and the watermark as

noises without utilizing any possible side information or prior knowledge� This has led to the di�culty

of achieving more requirements� such as transparency� robustness and blind detection� simultaneously�

We have pointed out in 	��� that the major drawback of previous spread spectrum�based approaches

is that the prior information that can be derived from attacks 	�
� or detectors 	��� is not properly

used in the design process of an embedding strategy�

A formal formulation of viewing watermarking as communications with side information was pre�

sented in 	��� The idea behind side�informed watermarking is to utilize the prior knowledge derived

from the cover carrier instead of considering it as noise� In 	��� the authors proposed to maximize the

probability of detection with acceptable �delity by using a �mixing function� F � which is de�ned as

a weighted combination between the extracted signal v and the watermark w� where v is extracted

from the cover data� The resultant mixed signal s is s � F v�w�� which is expected to satisfy two

criteria� i� s should be perceptually similar to the extracted signal v� and ii� s should be highly

correlated to the hidden watermark w� Typically� the mixing function can be de�ned as

s � F v�w� � v� � �w�
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where � is a scaling factor� In the watermark hiding process� the mixed signal s instead of the

watermark w is embedded� Therefore� the signal extracted in the detection process will be a variation

of s instead of v� Finally� a normalized correlation is used to indicate the presence�absence of the

hidden watermark w�

� The Proposed Image Watermarking Scheme

The proposed watermarking scheme is designed based on the concept of communications with side

information 	��� In principle� our scheme can be applied to both the spatial domain and the transformed

domain 	���� However� two assumptions have to be made in advance� i� if our method is applied to the

spatial domain� then we assume that the hidden watermark is actually embedded in the high�frequency

components of cover data� ii� if our method is applied to the transformed DCT or wavelet� domain�

then we assume that the cover data represents a set of selected transformed coe�cients� On the other

hand� the embedded watermark in this paper is a random sequence generated by a secret key or a

message �rst converted into a binary sequence and then shu�ed by means of a secret key� Either

sequence is encoded using a BCH code� a kind of error correction coding ECC�� to enhance error

correction� Finally� the values of the ECC encoded sequence� i�e�� the watermark w� are mapped from

f� �g to f�� �g� In what follows� we shall elaborate on our side�informed watermarking method�

The maximum length of a watermark� jwj� is equal to the number of DCT blocks in a cover image�

Fig� � depicts the �owchart of the proposed image watermarking scheme�

��� Watermark Embedding

In this section� a frequency�domain watermarking method based on � � � block�DCT transform is

proposed by casting one watermark bit into the middle frequency part of a block� Our intention is to

make the proposed approach resistant to geometric distortions with content shifting� In addition� our

approach does not need any help from pilot signals that are commonly used for synchronization 	��� ����

Another advantage of our approach is that if moment normalization is further used to transform an

image into its canonical form before watermark embedding� then a number of geometric distortions�

such as scaling or �ipping� can be solved�
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����� Block�wise Modulation

Let the DCT coe�cients in an � � � block be zigzag scanned with in order from � to ��� as depicted

in Fig� �� We only choose some middle frequency components by skipping the DC term and the �rst

few AC coe�cients for watermarking� This is because the �rst few AC terms are not easy to modify

su�ciently without violating �delity� Other middle�to�high frequency coe�cients are also skipped

because they intrinsically tend to be eliminated by compression attacks� Therefore� this choice will

play a trade�o� role between transparency and robustness� Suppose the selected middle frequency

components� fim�� � fim��� in a block i i indicates a block number� are at the locations m� � m�

with m� � m� and m��m� � 	�� ���� Let the mean value of the selected middle frequency coe�cients

of a block be ui�� �

m��m�

Pk�m���
k�m�

fik��� These mean values will form a ��D sequence� U� from

which our watermarking process can start�

In the embedding process� the sequence U is mean �ltered to generate a �ltered sequence �U with

elements �ui�� Let the di�erence between ui� and �ui� be de�ned as

di� � ui�� �ui�� ��

These di�erence values� di��s� are basically the high�frequency part of ui��s and are treated as the

extracted signal� v� of 	�� also described in Sec� ��� At this stage� we shall develop a new methodology

to embed watermarks in the transformed domain� Here� we adopt a new relationship between uhi�

and �uhi�� which are� respectively� the watermarked versions of ui� and �ui�� and which can be used

to accomplish watermark hiding� In the case of watermark detection for copyright protection� the

embedded relationship can be used to decide on the existence of a watermark� Speci�cally� the above

mentioned relation can be converted into a quantity� Qi�� which has the same sign as its corresponding

watermark value� wi�� That is�

sgnQi�� � sgnwi��� ��

where the sign function� sgn��� is de�ned as

sgnt� �

���
��

��� if t � ��

��� if t � ��

By means of watermark embedding� we expect to be able to impose the following relation upon

watermarked images�

uhi�� �uhi� � sgnwi��jQi�j� ��
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where uhi� is either larger or smaller than �uhi� by a magnitude jQi�j� In comparison with Eq� ���

di� is changed to sgnwi��jQi�j through embedding� In Eq� ��� uhi� is the watermarked version

of ui� obtained by means of the following modulation rule�

uhi� � ui� � dhi�� ��

with dhi� being the modulation quantity to be determined� In this study� dhi��s correspond to the

mixed signal� s� of 	��� Of course� Qi� has to be a constituent component of dhi�� Reorganizing Eqs�

�� and ��� dhi� can be derived as

dhi� � sgnwi��jQi�j � �uhi� � ui�� ��

Substituting Eq� �� into Eq� ��� the modulation quantity dhi� can be further derived as

dhi� � sgnwi��jQi�j � di� �  �uhi�� �ui��� ��

As we can see from both sides of Eq� ��� there is a recursive relation between dhi� and �uhi�� �ui��

which are both indexed with the superscript h to indicate hiding� More speci�cally� �uhi� can be

generated only after dhi� has been determined and the embedding process has been completed Eq�

���� but at the same time� dhi� has to be determined depending on �uhi�� In order to simplify the

design of dhi� in the watermark embedding process� we try to break this recursive relationship by

evaluating the e�ect of �uhi�� �ui� and assuming it to be zero� Therefore� based on �uhi�� �ui� � ��

and Eqs� �� and ��� Eq� �� can be re�written as

uhi� � ui� � dhi�

� ui� � di� � sgnQi��jQi�j

� �ui� � sgnQi��jQi�j� ��

Applying mean �ltering on both sides of Eq� ��� we have

�uhi� � ��ui� �
�

jnij

X
k�ni

sgnwk��jQk�j

� ��ui�� ��

where the term �

jnij

P
k�ni

sgnwk��jQk�j can be reasonably assumed to be close to zero if Qk� �k

are assigned to be a constant and the distribution of wk��s is random enough� and where ni denotes

the neighborhood centered at i� In the following� all Q���s will be equal to the constant Q and
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will be used interchangeably� Based on the assumption that �uhi� � �ui� � � and the derived result

�uhi� � ��ui�� we obtain

�ui� � ��ui�� 
�

Similarly� the inverse derivation can also be established� That is� �uhi� � �ui� � � if and only if

�ui����ui� � �� According to the assumption that �uhi�� �ui� � �� dhi� in Eq� �� could be simpli�ed

as

dhi� �

���
��

�jQi�j � di�� if wi� � ��

�jQi�j � di�� if wi� � ��
���

Although there is no guarantee that Eq� 
� can always hold� our empirical results have indicated that

through the use of the modulation quantity Eq� ����� satisfactory robustness can be achieved�

As for the transparency requirement� the modulation quantities determine the �delity between the

watermarked image and its corresponding cover image� Suppose human visual system HVS��based

masking thresholds are used to restrict the degree of modi�cation of DCT coe�cients� Because our

watermarking method is � � � block�based with a watermark bit cast on a �nite range of middle�

frequency components� we simply assume that the masking thresholds are the same for all selected

coe�cients within a block and are denoted as a constant JND� When JND is used to determine

dhi� Eq� ����� the new modulation quantity� dhHV Si�� is de�ned as

dhHV Si� �

���
��

MAXdhi���JND�� if dhi� � ��

MAXdhi���JND�� if dhi� � ��
���

whereMAX�� �� is a maximum function� Theoretically� Eq� ��� achieves maximum robustness� while

Eq� ��� plays the role of a trade�o� between �delity and robustness�

From the above description� it is clear that our idea is to increase�decrease the mean of the

transformed coe�cients if its corresponding watermark bit is positive�negative� This can be achieved

by �rst eliminating the di� term Eq� ��� to get ui� � �ui�� Next� a quantity sgnwi��jQi�j is

added to �ui� to ful�ll the condition of Eq� ��� Finally� based on the assumption that Eq� 
� holds�

the relation de�ned in Eq� �� can be enforced� This imposed relation is the basis of the proposed

method�

����� Coe�cient�wise Modulation

According to Eq� ��� watermarking is actually not �nished yet because only the mean value� ui�� of

the selected DCT coe�cients has been modulated by dhi�� Every selected coe�cient in a block has






to be practically modulated to accomplish embedding� Here� we propose to propagate the modulation

quantity� dhi�� to all selected coe�cients in a block� That is� the original coe�cient� fij�� in a block

i has to be modulated as fhi j� for m� � j � m� and m��m� � 	�� ��� based on the modulation rule

fhi j� � fij� � dhi�� ���

By Eq� ���� we have changed from block�wise modulation to coe�cient�wise modulation� and the

embedding operation has now actually been accomplished� The basic idea is that� based on the prop�

erty of mean �ltering� it is possible to keep the modulation quantity of each selected DCT coe�cient

the same as that of the mean�

The principle of side�informed embedding 	�� requires that a mixed signal to be highly correlated

with the embedded signal� To check this condition� the correlation between our mixed signal dh��

de�ned in Eq� ���� and embedded signal sgnw���Q�� can be calculated as

X
dhi�� sgnwi��Qi� �

X
sgnwi��Qi� � di��sgnwi��Qi�

�
X

Q� �Q
X

sgnwi��di�

� Q��

to achieve the maximum correlation because the modulation quantities� Qi��s� have been designed

to be a constant� as discussed in Eq� ��� and because the term
P
sgnwi��di� will naturally be a

random sequence with zero mean�

��� Watermark Extraction

In this section� we shall analyze mean �ltering facilitates watermark detection conducted without

resorting to the original image and the e�ects of attacks on the proposed method�

As described in the previous section� each selected DCT coe�cient in a block is either increased

or decreased in magnitude after watermark embedding� Based on the use of mean �ltering to obtain

the �ltered sequence �Uh of a watermarked image  �Uh is a watermarked version of �U�� we expect

that the value �uhi� of �Uh will consistently change when attacks are encountered� If this is true� it is

su�cient to detect the hidden watermark bits through the inverse operation of the watermark modu�

lation rule because we have increased or decreased the magnitudes of the DCT coe�cients during the

embedding process� One may ask� �How can the mean of those selected DCT coe�cients in a block

change consistently with those individual DCT coe�cients even when attacks are encountered � As

we have shown in 	�
�� the behaviors of most attacks either increase or decrease the magnitudes of
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transformed coe�cients� For instance� compression�sharpening tends to decrease�increase the mag�

nitudes of transformed coe�cients� These facts con�rm again that mean �ltering is able to move the

individual DCT coe�cient and the mean value of a modi�ed by either embedding or attacking� block

toward the same polarity�

Now� we will explain how watermarks can be blindly detected when watermark modulation rules

like those in Eqs� �� and ��� are used� First� our analysis is conducted in an attack�free environment�

Based on Eq� ��� uhi� can be re�written as

uhi� � ui� � sgnQi��jQi�j � di� �

���
��

�ui� � jQi�j� if wi� � ��

�ui�� jQi�j� if wi� � ��
���

depending on the sign of its corresponding watermark value� wi�� Notice that we aim to have

sgnQi�� � sgnwi��� as expressed in Eq� ��� Once all the uhi� values have been yielded for all

blocks� they are mean �ltered to obtain �uhi�� However� based on the assumption that �uhi���ui� � ��

made in the previous section� the detected watermark bit can be blindly determined according to Eqs�

�� and ��� based on an attack�free environment�

wei� � sgnuhi�� �uhi�� � sgnuhi�� �ui�� � sgnQi�� �

���
��

��� if Qi� � ��

��� if Qi� � ��
���

The above detection result is exactly consistent with what we have designed in Eq� ��� Generally

speaking� the empirical results and theoretic results are very close to each other even under the

assumption that �uhi�� �ui� � ��

Now� we will discuss the problem of watermark detection in an attack�prone environment� Suppose

the e�ects caused by attacks include channel fading� c� and channel noise� a� Under these circum�

stances� the watermarked DCT coe�cient in Eq� ��� becomes

fai j� � cij�f
h
i j� � aij�� ���

From Eq� ���� its mean �ltered version can be written as

uai� � Ci�uhi� �Ai�� ���

where Ci� and Ai� are� respectively� the mean of cij��s and aij��s in a block i� After applying

mean �ltering to uai��s� we obtain

�uai� � �Ci� �uhi� � �Ai�� ���
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Therefore� the detected watermark bit is blindly determined as previously indicated in Eq� ���� by

subtracting Eq� ��� from Eq� ��� and by taking the sign as

wei� � sgnuai�� �uai��

� sgnCi�uhi�� �Ci� �uhi�� � Ai� � �Ai���

� sgn�Qi� � Ai� � �Ai���� ���

where Ci� and �Ci� are assumed to be equal for simplicity� i�e�� the fading e�ects act equally on the

whole image� In Eq� ���� the �rst term in the sgn function is the same as Eq� ���� whereas the

second term represents the noise term� As we can see from Eq� ���� if � is small enough i�e�� the

attack is strong� such that jAi�� �Ai�j � j�Qi�j and sgn�Qi�� 	� sgnAi�� �Ai��� then the e�ect

of watermarking will disappear� This means that the embedded watermark has been destroyed or

removed� Hence� this explains why the modulation quantity and the channel parameters both play

important but contradictory roles with respect to the requirement of robustness� In either of the above

two attacking environments� the normalized correlation� �� between w and we� de�ned as

� � w �we �
�

jwj

jwjX
k��

sgnwk��sgnwek��� �
�

is used to indicate the presence�absence of a watermark� where sgn is the sign function de�ned in Eq�

���

As mentioned previously� the fading e�ect is� at present� ignored in the proposed watermarking

approach� Usually� signi�cant fading leads to severe quality degradation of the cover data� which can no

longer be authentic as discussed in 	��� ���� In particular� an image cannot be considered perceptually

acceptable if the applied compression ratio is large� In addition� an image� even one considered to not

be authentic� can still be used by an unauthorized person� The above discussion re�ects the major

di�erence between copyright protection and content authentication� However� due to the fact that a

piece of stego data will be useless if its quality is severely degraded by an attack� attacks should only

be imposed within the constraint of acceptable degradation i�e�� the fading e�ect cannot be large��

Therefore� our scheme can maintain robustness to some extent as long as the introduced fading e�ect

is not unlimited�
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��� Resistance to Geometric Distortions Using Block�based Embedding and Mo�

ment Normalization

In this section� we will describe the capability of our scheme in resisting geometric distortions without

resorting to pilot signals or reference watermarks 	��� ��� based on two aspects� i�e�� block�based

embedding and moment normalization� Recall that the proposed scheme is performed in the block�

DCT domain� The property of block transformation can be relied to tolerate pixel�line deleting or

shifting such as row�column removing� general linear geometric transformation� and change of the

aspect ratio� This is mainly due to the fact that only one bit is inserted into a block� and that

block�wise embedding is more stable than pixel�wise embedding i�e�� the block�s characteristic is more

robust than the pixel�s characteristic�� However� depending only on block DCT is not su�cient because

the size of an image may be changed signi�cantly by scaling� In order to compensate for the e�ect

of global transformations� moment normalization 	�� ��� has been employed to transform an image

into a canonical form before embedding and detection are performed� In other words� watermarks

are embedded�detected into�from the canonical form of a cover image� More detailed operations of

image normalization can be found in 	�� ��� ���� By taking into account the features of block�based

watermarking and moment normalization� our method is able to resist numerous geometric distortions�

including scaling� change of the aspect ratio� line removing� general linear geometric transformation�

�ipping� and rotation without cropping 	�
�� Compared with moment invariants�based watermarking

	��� our scheme can resist more geometrical distortions� This is mainly due to the di�erence in the

developed embedding strategies� However� we should note that the proposed scheme still does not take

local geometrical distortions into consideration� As stated in Sec� �� our purpose is to overcome the

copy attack described in Sec� �� with higher priority� To recover local transformations� the diversity

property 	��� ��� is an alternative that should be further incorporated�

� Resistance to Copy Attack Using Content�Dependent Watermark

While numerous methods have been claimed to be robust� they are actually only robust from one

perspective� From another perspective� they are extremely fragile� One vital challenge to robustness

is the copy attack 	���� which has been developed to create the false positive problem� i�e�� one can

successfully detect a watermark from an unwatermarked image� The copy attack is operated as follows�

i� a watermark is �rst predicted from a stego image� ii� the predicted watermark is added into a target

image to create a counterfeit watermarked image� and iii� from the counterfeit image� a watermark

��



can be detected that wrongly claims rightful ownership� In the light of this simple but strong attack�

we have an open question� �Does successful prediction of a watermark also imply that removal and

copy of a watermark can be done successfully � 	���� In this paper� we �rst conduct analyses to show

the signi�cance of the copy attack and then present a solution to deal with this problem�

��� Watermark�Estimation Attacks

In this section� two kinds of watermark�estimation attacks� i�e�� the denoising attack and the copy

attack� will be discussed� From our analyses� the ease of performing a copy attack will be shown�

Without loss of generality� the decision on a watermark�s existence will be based on correlation� as

de�ned in Eq� �
�� Let X� Xw� Z� and Zw be denoted as the original image� watermarked image�

faked original image� and faked watermarked image� respectively� Among them� Xw is generated from

X through an embedding process� and Zw is generated from the combination of Z and a watermark

estimated based on Xw� Here� watermark estimation is assumed to be conducted by means of a

denoising process 	��� ��� ����

Let w be a watermark to be hidden in X� and let wx be an estimated watermark obtained by

denoisingXw� For the purpose of watermark removal 	���� wx will be subtracted fromXw by omitting

some scaling factors for simplicity� to form an attacked image D� i�e��

D � Xw �wx�

In the watermark detection process� a watermark� wz� is extracted from D and correlated with w� A

watermark does not exist if � is smaller than a threshold T � � T � ��� Under this circumstance�

if denoising�based watermark removal is expected to succeed� then � � T must hold� This result

indicates that the ratios of the correctly Cw� and wrongly NCw� decoded watermark bits should�

respectively� satisfy

Cw �
� � T

�

and

NCw �
�� T

�
� ���

where Cw�NCw � � and NCw corresponds to the bit error rate BER�� Based on false analyses 	����

if we would like to have a false positive probability of less than ����� then the threshold T should be

set to be ����� As a consequence� the above analyses show that an e�cient watermark removal attack

should be able to destroy or estimate most watermark bits since T is usually small� In fact� the actual

number has been speci�ed in Eq� ����
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As for the copy attack 	���� the estimated watermark wx is copied and added to the target image

Z again� omitting some scaling factors for simplicity� to form a counterfeit image Zw� i�e��

Zw � Z �wx� ���

In the watermark detection process� a watermark� wz� is extracted from Zw and correlated with

w� A watermark exists if � is larger than or equal to a pre�determined threshold T � Under this

circumstance� if a copy attack is expected to succeed� then � � T must hold� This implies that the

ratio of the correctly decoded watermark bits only needs to be at least increased from �

�
due to the

randomness of an arbitrary image� Z� to ��T
�

� Actually� the amount of increase� �copy� only needs to

satisfy

�copy �
� � T

�
�

�

�
�
T

�
� ���

Comparing Eqs� ��� and ���� we �nd that a copy attack is easier to perform successfully than a

denoising attack because ��T
�

�� T
�
holds since T is usually a smaller number 	����

��� Content�Dependent Watermark

From the above analyses� we have found that the success of the copy attack is essentially due to the

independence of the watermark from the carrier� To deal with this problem� the watermark should

carry information relevant to the cover image� Meanwhile� the content�dependent information must

also be robust to digital processing in order not to a�ect the detection results� In this paper� since

one watermark bit is inserted into an �� � block� we need to �nd a piece of representative but robust

information for each block� Next� the content�dependent information must be incorporated into the

watermark signal to generate a content�dependent watermark� Here� a representative feature in a

DCT block is de�ned by the relationship between two AC coe�cients�

CDKi� �

���
��

��� if jfip��j � jfip��j � ��

��� otherwise�
���

where CDKi� is a value in the content�dependent feature sequence also called the content�dependent

key� CDK� and fip�� and fip�� are two AC coe�cients at positions p� and p� in block i� The DC

coe�cient will not be selected because it is positive and� thus� not random� In addition� the two selected

AC coe�cients should be at lower frequencies because high�frequency coe�cients are vulnerable to

attacks� In this paper� p� � � and p� � � are used based on the �� available frequency subbands

notice that the lowest frequency is at the �st subband�� as shown in Fig� ��

��



When the CDK is extracted� it is mixed with the watermark w to generate the content�dependent

watermark CDW� as

CDW i� � wi�� CDKi�� �i� ���

The sequence CDW is what we will embed into a cover image�

Next� we proceed to show why the presented content�dependent watermark can prevent the copy

attack� Let CDKX and CDKZ denote the content�dependent keys generated from two di�erent

images� X and Z� respectively� In addition� let CDWX denote the content�dependent watermark

to be hidden into the cover image X� As described previously� let the denoising�based watermark

estimated from Xw be wx� which will contain partial information from CDWX� By directing the

copy attack at the target image Z� we can get the counterfeit watermarked image Zw as de�ned in

Eq� ���� Later� in the detection process� the estimated content�dependent watermark bit� wzi�� at

block i from Zw will be

wzi� � �i� � CDWXi� �Ni��� ���

where the variable factor ��� indicates the estimated watermark energy in each block� and N��

indicates the noise value of the noise sequence N which is irrelevant to watermarks� generated by

denoising Zw� Under the assumption that denoising is an e�cient way to estimate watermarks 	���

��� ���� ��� � jN��j can undoubtedly hold� Given Eqs� ��� and ���� the correlation de�ned in Eq�

�
�� between CDWZ and wz is easily derived as

� �
�

jwj

jwjX
i��

sgnCDWZi��sgnw
zi��

�
�

jwj

jwjX
i��

sgnwi��sgnCDKZ i��sgnNi� � �i�CDKX i�wi��

�
�

jwj

jwjX
i��

sgn�wi��sgnCDKX i��sgnCDKZi��� ���

where the term �i�CDKXi�wi� in the �nd row can be assumed to dominate Ni� based on the fact

that denoising is e�cient for estimating watermarks� When the copy attack is performed� it is not

hard to check that the correlation Eq� ���� derived from a counterfeit image will be approximately

zero since any two random content�dependent keys� CDKX and CDKZ� are nearly orthogonal� On

the other hand� if watermark detection is conducted on a watermarked image� then the obtained �

� �

jwj

Pjwj
i�� sgn

�wi��� can be perfectly high due to CDKX � CDKZ�
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��� Remarks on Content�Dependent Watermarks

In fact� Eq� ��� de�nes the relationship between a pair of transformed coe�cients� This feature is

similar to either the inter�block relationship of DCT coe�cients 	��� or the parent�child relationship

of wavelet coe�cients 	���� Both have been successfully applied in image authentication 	��� ��� and

can be extended to �ngerprinting 	���� In content authentication� both robustness and fragility are

required to tolerate incidental manipulations and re�ect malicious modi�cations� However� considering

the problem of distinguishing between two images only robustness is needed� As a result� the pair of

coe�cients must be carefully selected to achieve robustness� To this end� low�frequency coe�cients are

used� as suggested in the previous paragraph� In addition� we have to emphasize that the robustness

with respect to the relationship between a pair of coe�cients is not totally due to the low frequency

characteristic� On the contrary� the relationship de�ned in Eq� ��� plays a key role in resistance

against digital processing� Since this topic is beyond the scope of this paper� readers can refer to

relevant researches 	��� ��� ��� for more details�

� Experimental Results

We conducted a series of experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed robust watermarking

scheme� Each hidden watermark herein was dependent upon the cover image� In this study� the middle�

frequency DCT coe�cients within a block selected for embedding were located in the �th � ��th

subbands� as shown in Fig� �� The BCH����� code was used for error correction coding of the

embedded content�dependent watermark� The support of ��D mean �ltering used in the watermark

embedding and detection processes is ��� Our experiments were divided into three parts� in the �rst

part of experiments we tried to demonstrate the relationship between the acceptable �delity and the

accuracy of blind detection for watermarked but not attacked images� the second part of experiments

were conducted to test robustness against the StirMark attack 	�
�� and the third part of experiments

were conducted to test robustness against the copy attack 	���� which is a kind of protocol attack�

In our experiments� ten varieties of color cover images� as shown in gray�scale in Fig� �� were

used for performance evaluation� Among them� the �rst six images contained large homogeneous

areas� while the remaining four images contained mostly texture�edge areas� Our both watermark

embedding and detection operations were conducted in the Y channel of the Y CbCr color space�
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��� Experiments�Part I� Fidelity vs� Blind Detection

For the cover images depicted in Fig� �� we �rst examined the �delity and accuracy of blind detection

for watermarked but not attacked� images� Generally speaking� the modulation quantity Q can be

set arbitrarily large but it must be bounded by a masking threshold JND as Eq� ��� shows� In

our scheme� the watermark quantity� Q� is �xed to facilitate analyses of embedding and detection� as

derived in Eq� ��� Results for PSNR and the correlation � for the watermarked versions of Fig� �

are given in Table �� We can see that some detected correlation values were not perfectly lossless�

The reason is mainly due to the constraint of embedding Eq� ���� that more or less a�ects the

watermark quantities that are expected to be added� Fortunately� the resultant bit error rate did not

have an apparent impact on robustness� For illustration of perceptual comparisons� one smoothing

image Splash� and one complex image Tank� were selected for �delity checking� These two cover

images and their corresponding stego versions are shown in Fig� �� No di�erences were subjectively

perceived�

��� Experiments�Part II� Robustness vs� Removal and Geometrical Attacks

In the second part of experiments� the StirMark benchmark 	�
� was used to generate di�erent kinds

of attacks� excluding those with large cropping e�ects� The tested attacks included signal enhance�

ment sharpening� median �ltering� Gaussian �ltering� and FMLR �ltering�� JPEG compression� and

geometrical distortions change of the aspect ratio� �ipping� general linear geometric transformation�

row�column removing� scaling� rotation using small degrees� slight cropping� and random bending��

For more details about the parameters of StirMark attacks� please refers to 	�
��

The detection result normalized correlation� �� was compared with a threshold T to determine the

existence of a watermark� If we wish to have a false positive probability as low as ����� T should be set

to be ���� 	���� With this setting� if � is larger than T � then a detection is regarded to be successful� In

this study� a score is measured for each attack to indicate the degree of robustness� It is de�ned to be

number of successful detections
number of different sets of parameters applied to an attack

� As a result� a larger score implies higher robustness

against a speci�c attack� Table � except for the last row� depicts the robustness veri�cation results

under StirMark� It can be observed that our scheme tolerated �ipping� change of the aspect ratio�

and line removing very well� As for scaling� our scheme fail to resist some transformed images scaled

down to quarter sizes since most of the information was lost� It is also interesting to note that even

though no pilot signals reference watermarks� were used to recover synchronization� our scheme o�ers

resilience to rotation performed with a small degree� We conjecture that resistance to rotation with

��



such a small degree may be due to the use of block�based embedding to account for slight changes�

Resistance to general linear geometric transformation achieved modest robustness� while resistance to

cropping� shearing� and random bending was unacceptable because these are local transformations� but

moment normalization can only deal with global transformations� Besides� most removal attacks could

be resisted quite well with a few exceptions� including JPEG compression with small quality factors

e�g�� ��!� and median �ltering with a large window� The images that revealed the above exceptions

mainly had large homogeneous areas Figs� �a��e��� The reasons are twofold� i� homogeneous

regions can only be embedded with less watermark energy� and ii� removing watermarks by means

of denoising is quite easy in homogeneous regions�

In addition to evaluation of robustness on single attacks as stated in the above�� the performance

of our scheme veri�ed on combined attacks is shown in Table �� Since our scheme has not really

compensated for the e�ects of local transformations� they will be ignored in this test� The used

combined attacks are generated by integrating JPEG���� compression 	��� with � bit�pixel bpp� and

the SitrMark ���� By comparing Table � and Table �� we can observe that the capabilities of robustness

are mainly reduced for the combined attacks� i�e�� JPEG���� with � bpp�JPEG with lower quality

factors� on smoothing images� Moreover� resistance to attacks for the image shown in Fig� �e�� which

looks relatively smoothing in both foreground and background� has been reduced remarkably� As for

the other combined attacks e�g�� JPEG���� � global transformations�� our scheme still works stably�

i�e�� recovery of global geometrical transformations was not a�ected by additionally applied JPEG����

compression with � bpp�

Finally� we also conducted an experiment to demonstrate the immunity of our scheme to interpo�

lation and quantization errors caused by rotations� Each stego image was rotated with small rotation

angles 
	� and large rotation angles 	�� respectively� where 	� � ���� � ����q� � � q� � �� and

	� � � � �q� � � q� � ���� to generate �� rotated images� Among them� small rotation angles have

been particularly concerned in 	��� because they tended to result in imperfect recovery of synchro�

nization such that the detection performance was degraded� Here� a total of ��� rotated images were

generated from the watermarked versions of the ten cover images Fig� ��� Our watermark detec�

tion results showed that almost all the correlation values generated from all the rotated images were

larger than ��� and were signi�cantly larger than T � ������ which implies that our scheme is� indeed�

immune to recovery errors�
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��� Experiments�Part III� Robustness vs� Copy Attack

The �nal part of experiments was conducted to verify the capability of our scheme in resisting the copy

attack� The Lee�s Wiener �lter 	��� was used to performed denoising�based watermark estimation� We

shall take the watermarked version of the Lenna image as an example for the purpose of illustration�

In Fig� �� sub�gures a� and b� show the watermarks estimated from the image shown in Fig� �b�

with two di�erent sets of denoising parameters� respectively� Denoising parameters are closely related

to the strength of a denoised noise� which corresponds to the energy of an estimated watermark� We

intended to use di�erent watermark energies to observe their impacts on the resultant copy attacks�

The cover images� shown in Fig� �� were used as target images for producing counterfeit images� Images

with homogeneous areas can easily reveal copied watermarks remarkably� thus increasing the challenge

of preventing the copy attack� Examples of counterfeit images that contain Lenna watermarks are

shown in Figs� �c��f�� In these sub�gures� the estimated watermarks� Figs� �a� and b�� have been�

respectively� added into c�� e�� and d�� f�� As expected� Figs� �d� and f� contains stronger copied

signals than Figs� �c� and e�� respectively� Furthermore� we also �nd that the copied watermarks

clearly appeared in the fake images� Even though they have lost commercial value� we allow these

apparent artifacts for the purpose of strict robustness test� After watermark detection was performed

using our scheme� the correlation values fell into the range 	������ ������ and were lower than the

detection threshold T � which implied that the copy attack failed to create protocol ambiguity the

results are given in the last row of Table ��� Among the obtained results� the maximum correlation

was found for the image shown in Fig� �d�� We inferred that the main reason was that the copied

watermark was strong enough to readily manifest its fake e�ect on such a homogeneous image� In

short� we can conclude that the experimental results consist with the analyzed result Sec� �� quite

well�

� Concluding Remarks

Finding a robust watermarking scheme was the main focus of this study� Therefore� removal attacks�

geometrical attacks� and protocol attacks were investigated� In this paper� we have proposed a new

block DCT�based watermarking method based on the concept of communications with side informa�

tion� Our focus has been to mathematically formulate the problem of watermark embedding and

detection by investigating the characteristics of side information extracted from cover data by means

of mean �ltering� This embedding strategy has achieved partial resistance to geometrical transfor�
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mations� By further introducing image moment normalization� more geometrical distortions could be

resisted� Although our approach� similar to existing methods� cannot resist all geometrical transfor�

mations� one novel contribution of the proposed scheme is its capability to cope with the copy attack

by introducing the concept of content�dependent watermark� Overall� the robustness of our method

has been veri�ed by applying a number of attacks� including StirMark ��� and the copy attack� to

several varieties of images�

We must note that the major limitation of this approach is its fragility in resisting those attacks

involving cropping� which have been popularly dealt with using pilot�based synchronization algorithms�

However� as has been discussed in 	���� pilot signals have their own fatal weakness in that they are

easily destroyed� Consequently� enhancing the robustness of pilot signals is a worthwhile direction for

further research�
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Figure �� Diagram of the proposed block�DCT side�informed image embedding scheme� Our blind

detection process is basically an inverse embedding operation�

Figure �� �� � DCT block� grids � � �� indicate the middle�frequency subbands selected for embed�

ding� grids � and � are used to generate the content�dependent key CDK��
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Figure �� Tested cover images� a��f� are considered to be smoother than g��j��

Table �� Transparency and blind detection results of stego images w�r�t� the cover images

shown in Fig� �

�

images �a� �b� �c� �d� �e� �f� �g� �h� �i� �j�

PSNR ���
� ���
� ���
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Figure �� Perceptual comparison of unwatermarked and watermarked images� a� and c� are cover

images� b� and d� are stego images�
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Table �� Veri�cation of robustness w�r�t� removal� geometrical� and copy attacks� Among

the attacks� the removal and geometrical attacks were generated by means of StirMark

��� ��	
� Each attack�s name is followed by a digit� which indicates the number of times

that the attack was performed with di�erent parameters�

Attacks �a� �b� �c� �d� �e� �f� �g� �h� �i� �j�

MF �� � � � ���� ���� ���� � � � �

GF �� � � � � � � � � � �

FMLR �� � � � � � � � � � �

Sharpening �� � � � � � � � � � �

Color reduction �� � � � � � � � � � �

JPEG ��� ���� ��� ���� � ��� ��
� � � ��
� ����

Flipping �� � � � � � � � � � �

Scaling �� ���� ���� ���� ���� � ���� ���� ���� � ����

CAR �� � � � � � � � � � �

LR �� � � � � � � � � � �

GLGT �� � � � � � � � � � �

SRC �� � � � � � � � � � �

Shearing �� � ���� � ���� ���� � ��� ���� ���� �

Cropping �� � � � � � � � � � �

Random bending �� � � � � � � � � � �

Copy attack �� 	��� � � � � � � � � � �

MF� median �ltering with various window sizes� �� �� �� �� and �� �

GF� Gaussian �ltering with window size �� �

FMLR� Frequency Mode Laplacian Removal

JPEG� compression with quality factors� 
�! � ��!

Scaling� with factors ��� � ���

CAR� change of the aspect ratio

LR� line removing a maximum of � rows�columns and �� columns�rows are removed�

GLGT� general linear geometric transformation

SRC� slight rotation 
������ and cropping

Cropping� with �! sizes of an image discarded

Copy attack� added marks estimated by Wiener �ltering with two sets of parameters

��



Table �� Veri�cation of robustness w�r�t� combined attacks� The combined attacks were

generated as JPEG� compression �with bit rate � bit�pixel� denoted as J�K� ���
 �

StirMark ��� attacks ��	
� Each attack�s name is followed by a digit� which indicates the

number of times that the attack was performed with di�erent parameters�

Combined attacks �a� �b� �c� �d� �e� �f� �g� �h� �i� �j�

J�K�MF �� � � � ���� ���� ���� ���� � � �

J�K�GF �� � � � � � � � � � �

J�K�FMLR �� � � � � � � � � � �

J�K�Sharpening �� � � � � � � � � � �

J�K�Color reduction �� � � � � � � � � � �

J�K�JPEG ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ��
� ��
� � ��
� ����

J�K�Flipping �� � � � � � � � � � �

J�K�Scaling �� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� � ����

J�K�CAR �� � � � � � � � � � �

J�K�LR �� � � � � ��� � � � � �

J�K�GLGT �� � � � � � � � � � �

J�K�SRC �� ��� � ��� ��� � � � � � �

�




a� mean�variance���� 
�� b� mean�variance���� ����

c� d�

e� f�

Figure �� Copy Attack� a� and b� show the estimated Lenna watermark� c��f� show the counterfeit

images with the estimated Lenna watermark added�
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